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In this paper it is shown, using the Sieve formula, that the number of open chains of length k, 
k b 5, in a self-complementary (s.c.) graph is always even. As a corollary, it follows that tht 
number of hamiltonian chains in a S.C. gi aph of order p > 5 is even, a result proved earlier by 
Camion. Further, the minimum number and the maximum number of open chains of length 3 in 
S.C. graphs of order p are determined, and the S.C. graphs of order p which attain these bounds 
are characterized. 
1, Introdmtion and definitions 
or p=$N+l, for some N, and 
(1) di+d,+~-i=p-l, forI=1S?**,2N+1* 
di=di-l, fOri=IZp49***,2NV 
If T is suitable with p = 4N, then 
and therefore 7r can be actually specified by the sequence 7r* = (a,, . . . , a&, 
called the reduced sequence of T. Conversely, given a sequence w* = (a,, . . . , a,) 
such that p-laa,a**+ H aN 2 2N, then the corresponding ful’r suitable sequence 
n of 7~* is determined when p = 4N. If p = 4N+ 1 and w is a suitable sequence, 
then 
T = (a,, ai, . . . , aN9 aN, 2N, 
and v* = (a,, . . . , aNi is called the reduced sequence of 7r and 72 is called the furl 
suitable sequence of T*. A sequence T* is reduced-graphic if the sequence 7r is 
graphic. 
We need the following special graph G,,,(p) in Section 3. 
For p = 4N, let G,,,(~N) = G, be the graph with V(G) = A U B where 
A=(1,3,...,4N-I), B={2,4,...,4N) 
and A is complete, B is independent in G and for i E A, j E B, (i, j) E E(G) if and 
only if one of the following holds: (i) j = i + 1, (ii) j = i + 3 and i =3 (mod 4), (iii) 
j>ib4. 
For p = 4N f 1, let G,,,,,(4N + 1) = H, be the graph with V(H) = 
A U B U (4N -t- l), and the subgraph reduced on A U B is identical with 6,,,,(4N) 
and (4N + 1, i)c E(H) if and only if i Q A, 
Note that the degree sequence qqf G,,,,,,Jp), denoted by wrllllx(p) is the Jlir11 
suitahk sequence of (p - 2, g -4, , . +,2N+e), whchc p=4N+s and e=Oor 1, 
2. The value of h(G 1 and the prricy of ?$ (G), k a 4 
In this section we determine the exact value of P,(G) and the parity of Pk(G), 
k 2 4 where G is a s.c. graph, by app!ying the Sieve formula [8, p. 191, To this end 
where p 
) 5 Ci(Kp)- Wi(l)+ Wit%)+ ’ @’ +(-lYW,(i), 
1s the order af 0 and t a 3. Notice that 





It is clear from (2.4) that 
Ci(K,,)=O (mod 2), if ia (2.5) 
Now we are ready to obtain the values of P,(G) and C,(G) as functions eL p 
and the degree sequence of G. 
Theorem 2.1. Zf G is a S.C. graph with degree sequence 7~ = (d,, . . . , d,), then 
P,(G) = p&r) and C,(G) = c&r) where 
p&r)=2 (p(p;1)‘4)-3 (;)+(P&,(;;), (2.6) 
2c3h)= 
d, f( ) P(P - l)(P-2) i=l 2 - 12 ’ 
and further 
p,(~)-2(p-5)C3((“3)=2 (p(p;1)'4)+p(p-1)(~;2(p-5)-3 (I) 
(2,6a) 
(2.6b) 
In particular, all six, graphs with the same degree sequence have he same number 
of open 3-chains, and have the same number of triangbs. 
Pmof. By (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) and the fact that C,(G)= C&d) we have 
b(G)= K(3)= cl,<&)- w,(1)+ w,(2). (23 
Clearly, IO/,& 1) = q(G) a (p - 2)(p - 3) = 6(z), since for a s,c. graph G or order p, 
q(G) = p(p - 1)/4. To calculate Wp(2), divide the set of all unordered gai,rs of 
distinct edges of G into two classes, the first (resg. second) class ccmsisting of the 













whercs Bi, - B, and I21 t,*,jq ~Waperm~~tatl~n~P~,,?,,sJ:i,,,*,,i, iwapermuta= 
tbn of 1 a I t 1 I) to: and if RI, LS the open ahabn ktp ? , t , u,), then I?? = Ri, CN the 
chain (a,, , , t I UJ and Bz ha8 similar meaning, Ncstrt that Ry = Jpi if 1 VWI = 1. 
Further the chain 
&=&+a”!+B~;+R~;+) ( ’ +BT:+R”: 
is semi-equivalent u-1 D, if and only if (i,, . . . , i,) = (i 1, . . . , ii), (j2, . . . , js) = 
cis, . . . , ii), l?r = Ri, If and only if 84”: = Ri,, and BT = Bj, if and only if ST: = Bi,. 
Now we can count the number of elements in the equivalence class containing C. 
Note that each Bk h:.\s at least two vertices, where as Rk may consist of a single 
vertex for some values of k. Let s1 be the number of Rk having exactly one vertex 
and s2 = s - s,. If s = 1, then since t s i - 2 it follows that s2 = 1, and the number of 
cycles of length i semi-equivalent to C is equal to 2. Thus we may assume that 
s 2 2. Then in (2.13) there are 2s2 + s1 choices for RE; and 2(s - 1) choices for BE, 
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and so on. These imply by what has been said already that the number of cycles 
semi-equivalent to C is equal to (2~ + sl) a 2( s - 1) a t (for some integer t) which is 
congruent o 0 (mod 2). Thus (2.12) holds and then by (2.1 I) and (2.10), the proof 
of the lemma is complete. 
Corollary 2.4. If G is a S.C. graph of order p, then P,(G) is even if and only if 
p=4N; orp=4N+l butNiseven. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, we have 
P,(G)=(p-4)&(G) (mod 2) 
and the corollary follows from Corollary 2.2. 
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section which generalizes a 
result of Camion. 
Theorem 2.5. If G is a SC. graph and k 3 5, then Pk (G) is even. 
Proof. Since Ps(G) = (p - 5)P,(G) (mod 2) it follows by Corollary 2.4 that P,(G) 
is even. Then by Lemma 2.3 we by induction have that P,(G) is even for every 
k a 5, and this completes the proof. 
Corollary 2.6. (Camion [l]) The number of hamiltonian chains in a S.C. graph of 
order p > 5 is even. 
3. Determination of the values of P:(p) and P:*(p) 
In this section we determine the values of P:(p), P:*(p), where p = 4N or 
4N + 1 and characterize S.C. graphs which attain these bounds. To this end let 
sd+fJ2 ($+2 (p-;-bi)]; (3.1) 




if p = NV, 
so(w) + if p =lSN+l. 
Then, by Theorem 2.1, for any S.G. graph G of order p, we have 
(3.2) 
PAG) = f(p) + (P - 5)s(~), (3.3) 
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where 
f(p)=2 (p(p;1)‘4)-3 (5”> and ~sr=lrr(G). 
Therefore, to find the value of P$p) (respectively, P:*(p)) it is enough to 
minimize (respectively, maximize) the value of s,(n) over all the degree sequences 
w of S.C. graphs of order p. 
First we determine the value of P:(p) and characterize S.C. graphs G of order p 
with &(G) = P:(p): 
Lelmma 3.1. If p = 4N or 4M + 1, then 
fT(?O = I f(p)+(p-5)(8N3-8N2+2N), if p=4N, f(p)+(p-5)(8N3-2N2- N), if p =4N+ 1. (3.4) 
Further, if G is a S.C. graph of order p, then P,(G) = P:(p) if and only if the degree 
sequence of G is the full suitable sequence of W* = (2N,. . . ,2N). 
Proof. By (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) it is enough to minimize the value of s,(n) over all 
potentially S.C. sequences w of length p. The i th term of s&r) is equal to 
and since bi 3 2N, it follows that the minimum value of this term is 2N(4N - 2p + 
2) + (p - l)(p - 2). Thus the minimum value of sO( W) is 8N3 - 8N2 + 2 N if p = 4N, 
and is 8N3 -4N* if p = 4N + 1. Also if v is the full suitable sequence of 
77”=(2N,..., 2N) then these minimum values are attained. Thus by (3.2) and 
(3.3), the equation (3.4) holds. Further, it is clear that if P,(G) = P:(p), then the 
degree sequence of G is the full suitable 
To determine the value of P:*(p) we 
potentially s.c. sequences. 
sequence of W* = (2N,. . . ,2N). 
need the following characterization of
Lemma 3.2 (Clapham [3]). A sequence v of length p is potentially S.C. if and only 
if m is suitable and its reduced sequence m* = (b,, . . . , bN) satisfies the in -equalities 
r - 
Lbidr(p-l-r), forevery r, lsr<N 
i=l 
where N = [p/4]. 
(3.5) 
From the above lemma we shall deduce the following 
Lemma 3.3. Let w be a potentially sx. sequence of length p = 4N or 4N -tn 1, and. 
VT* = (b,, . . . , b,). Suppose that equality holds in (3.5) for some r,. If 1 s roe N, 
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x 
then b,,a b,,,. l + 2; if to = N and stric; inequality holds in (3.5) for r = N- 1, then 
6N > 2N. 
Proof. If ro = l,thenb,=p-2andb,+b,~2p-6.Thereforeb,~p-4.Thuswe 
may assume that 1 < roC N. From (3.5) for r. and ro- 1, we have, after subtrac- 
tion, that &, a p - 2ro; whereas (3.5) for ro+ 1 and rs yield, again after subtraction, 
the inequality brC,+ 1 s p - 2r,- 2, and this implies that b,,a b,.C,+l + 2. If r. = N, 
then from (3.5) for N and N - 1 and the hypothesis, we have that bN > p - 2N and 
therefore bN > 2N. 
To characterize S.C. graphs G of order p with P,(G) = P:*(p) we need the 
following 
Lemala 5.4. The only realizatiun of the sequence 9r ,,,(p) which is the full suitable 
seque,nce of (p - 2, p - 4, . . . , 2N+&) wherep=4N+eand e=Oor 1 isthegraph 
G,,,c:p). 
Prooti. By Lemma 3.1, the sequence w&p) is graphic. We prove that v,,,(p) is 
unigraphic by induction on N. For N = 1, n,,,(p) = (2, 2, 1, 1) or (3, 3, 2, 1, 1) 
both of which are unigraphic. Assume that the assertion holds for N - 1, and 
w,.,& p) be as in the statement with N 2 2. Let H be any realization of 7r,,,(p) = 
(d I,. *. , d,,) with V(H)={u,, . . . , u,), and d,(ui) = di, 1 s i s p. Then the vertex, 
u&respectively, uZ) is necessarily joined to all the other vertices except one vertex 
II say, (respectively, w). If o = w, then the degree of every vertex of H is at least 
2. Thus 0 Z w. This implies that u 1, u2 are joined to all the vertices ui # u, w. Let 
S ={u,, u2, U, w). Then d&) = d,+(w)= 1, and both ul, u2 are joined to every 
vertex in V - S. Now the degree sequence ?r(H,) where W, is the subgraph of H 
indT_icd;d on V-S is equal to 7r ,,,(p - 4). Therefore, by the inductive hypothesis, 
Y; = G,,,(p -4). Now by the structure of H described above it follows that 
H = G,,,,(p) completing the proof. 
Lemma 3.5. If n = rr,,,(p), then 
I y(16N2- 15N+2), if p =hN, L. 
s(n) = 
I $32N’-6N-5): if p=4N+l. 
Proof. If 7~ = n,,,Jp), then 
rr’=(p-2,p--4,. . .,~N+E), 
(3.6) 
t*!here p = 4N + E and E = 0 or 1. Now substituting these values of bi in s(n) of 
(3.2) and simplifying using values of CE t i and CE1 i2 it can be seen that s(n) is 
equal to the value mentioned in (3.6) hnd this completes the proof. 
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Theorem 3.5. I’ p = 4N or 4N + 1, then 
f(p)+@-5)y(16N2-15N+2), if p=4N, 
p:*(P) = (3.7) 
s f(p)+@-S)y(32N2-6N-S), if g=4N+l. 
Further, if G is a S.C. graph of order p with P,(G) = P:*(p), then G = G,,,(p). 
Proof. Let G be a S.C. graph of order p with P,(G) = P:*(p), and let m = #r(G), 
r* = (b,, . . . , bN). We first prove that 7r = w,.,,,,(p). For this it is enough to show, 
that equality holds in (3.5) for every r, 1 s t s N. Suppose that this is not true for 
some rO and let m be the smallest and M be the largest integers with m s ros M 
such that for every r with m s r s M strict inequality holds in (3.5). We prove that 
there is a S.C. graph H of order p with PJH) > QG). 
We consider two cases. 
Case 1. lsmsM<N. 
Then by the maximal@ of M, we have that for r = M + 1 equality holds in (3.9, 
and also if m > 1, then by the minimality of M, we have that for r = rn - 1, 
equality holds in (3.5). These imply by Lemma 3.3 that bM+l 3 bM+2+2, if 
MsN-2, and b,>2N if M=N-1, further if m>l, then b,_lab,+2. 
Define a new sequence (bi, . . . , bh) as follows: 
bi if i#m and i#M+l, 
b;= bi+l if i =m, 
bi-1 if i=M+l. 
Now by what had been said above it follows that bi > l a l a bk 2 2N. Further, for 
any r, 1s t s N, we have that 





if r<m or r>M, 
Since 7r* satisfies (3.5), it follows by the definition of nz and M that ~7 = 
(b;, . . . , b&) satisfies (3.5) and hence is reduced-graphic. Let 7~~ be the full 
suitable sequence of w 1. * Then by Lemma 3.2 v1 is a potentially S.C. sequence of 
length p. Let H be a S.C. graph with degree sequence 7~~. Note that ~7 = 
r*+s,- &M+1 and m - E My where 6, is the vector of length N in which the m-th 
coordinate is 1 and the rest are zero. 
It is easy to check that 
s(q)-s(n)=2b,-2bM+,+2= 
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Therefore, by (3.3), P,(H) > P,(G), a contradiction. 
Case 2. l<m~~M=lV. 
Define a new sequent rrT = (6;) . . . , bL) as follows 
I 
4, if ifm, 
b;= 
b,+l, if i=m. 
Then, by Lemma 3.3, it follows that b{ a e e e 2 bk~ 2N and by the definition of 
m and M we have that np is reduced-graphic. Let v1 be the full suitable 
sequence of 7rl. * Then vl is a potentially S.C. sequence of length p. Let H be a S.C. 
graph with degree sequence nl. Note that ~7 = w* + a”,. It is easy to check that 
s(a,)-s(n)=2b,-p+231. 
Therefore, by (3,3), P,(H) > P,(G), a contradiction. 
Thus we have proved that the degree sequence of G is V,,,,,(P). Therefore by 
Lemma 3.5, we have that P:*(p)=&(G) equals the value asserl:ed in (3.7). 
Further, by Lemma 3.4, we have that G = G,,,(p). 
From (2.6a), (2.6b) and Theorem 3.5 we have the following: 




Further, if G is a S.C. graph of order p wirh C,(G) = C:*(p), then G = G,,,(p). 
We conclude this paper with the following unsolved problems: 
Find the maximum, the minimum number of hamiltonian chains, hamiltonian 
cycles in S.C. graphs of order p. 
For an elegant characterization of S.C. graphs with hamiltonian cycles refer to 
Rao [6]. 
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